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FOREWORD

#.
This guide is intended to assist

(4.

Latin teachers and English teachers.
,-_with background in Latin to expand the English vocabulary and reading skills
: of pupils through the study of Latin roots, prefixes 'and suffixes.-

Recent research in various parts, of the country has shown the,iignifi-
cantly positive effect of the study of Latin on the vocaliglary and reading
skills of pupils of all backgrounds, and abilities. Over 65Z of the words
in English come from Latin either directly or indirectly, including most
literary and scientific terminology. Latin roots, prefixes, and suffixes
provide the key to unlodking the meanings of these words. In addition, the
inflected nature of the Lattn language affords pupils -the opportunity to
acquire a linguistic pirspectiiie that is helpful in learning English.

This guide also is designed to familiarize pupils with aspects of
,classical culture and its impact; to introduce orally, some basic Latin;

.

and to stimulate interest in the study of languages and the Humanities in
general.

DR. ELEANOR L. SAJSTROM
Director
Foreign Language. Education

DR. BERNARD G. KELNER
Associate Superintendent
for Curriculum &'Instruction

a

V

71B4d644
DR. RUDOLPH MASCIANTONIO
Assistant Director
Foreign Language Education
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INTRODUCTION

I. GENERAL NOTES TEACHING LATININ THE PHILADELPHIA. SCHOOL DISTRICT

/7-

-. The major goals for 6e teaching of Latin in The School District of
Philadelphia have been stated as follows by the Latin and-Greek Curriculum
Committee and the K-12 Foreign Language` Curriculum Committee:

1. To teach. pupils to understand, speak, read, and write Latin within
an appropriate cultural context.

-2 To widen the cultural horizons of the pupils, especially through
comparing the classical past with our own world and through show-
ing the relationship between our world and that of the ancient
people.

3. To extend the verbal functioning of the pupils in English, especially
through vocabulary building based on Latin roots and affixes.

4. To foster interest in the study'of classical and modern languages
. and thellumanities in general.

Other goals are:

1. To develop am appreciation of the relationship between Latin and
other foreign languages;especially the Romance languages.

,

2. .To improve the self-concept of pupils by giving them thiopportunity
to study a subject area'with which they might not otherwise identify.

To aid in the accomplishment of these goals certain basic-principles
-have beenlpostulated regarding Latin instruction. These principles,1 together
-with:the goals listed above, constitute School District-policy on Latin in-
struction.

-1. Latin.programs must be- geared to the needs of all children not
just the,academically talented or the college bound.

2. Latin teaching must be multisensory, lively, dramatic, enthusiastic,
.- and creakye. Pupils must be fully involved. in the learning process.

3. Aural -oral work must be emphasized since this tends to heighten -

_student interest and leads ultitattely to a more natural and.facile
-reading ability. Listening and speaking should always- precOne read-,
ing and writing.

-4..Emphaeis should be given to usage and to practice in the structure
of the language as opposed to minute grammatical analysis.

5." Extending the English verbal functioning of pupils, especially -by
relating English words to their Latin roots and affixes, should
form a major part of the Latin program. Attention should be given
to contrastive study of thstructures of Latin and Englis.,

9
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6. Comparing and contrasting classical culture with our own and
tracing the influence of the past on the present should be
emphasized.

II 4#1,i4floN OF THE GU/DE

1

A. Scheduling

This guide may form part of- a Minicourse or "course-within-A-
course" on Word Power through Latin. The Scheduling patterns that

_ may be used for such a minicourse or "coursewithin-a-course" are
very flexible; some workable possibilities include:

one period (circa 45 minutes)' per week for an entire
school year devoted to Word Power through Latin

two -Otass periods per week for a semester devoted "to Word
Power through Latin

. five class periods per week for one or two months devoted
Lo Word Power through Latin

. a Portion of almost every class period (e.g..20 Minutes)
for an entire school year devoted Word Power through Latin

the guide may also form part of the basis /Of a completely
separate course (either amajor or minor) called Word Power
through Latin.

The guide may be used with pupils in grades 7-12 who have
not necessarily studied any Latin previously. It may be used with
pupils of all backgrounds and abilities.

go,

B. Staffing

The guide may be used by a Latin'-teacher as part of a Latin
course. .

An English (or Readini-r Language Arts) teacher with some
background in Latin could also-utilize the guide as part of the
English course. Conceivably teachers in other fields may find the
guide useful. Secondary school English teachers who are participants
in the Language Arts through Latin project receive supportive help
from the Division of Foreign Language Education. Secondary School
English teachers who are not already iarticipents in the Language

\ Arts through Latin project and who wish to use this guide sith their
classes are urged to join thproject. For details contact the

-Division of Foreign Language Education.

le
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C. Articulation with Other Materials

This guide is part of a group of curriculum materials
designed to build the English vocabulary and reading skills of
secondary school pupils. The guide may be used before or after
the other componenta.of the group or completely independently of
them. To date the following materials have appeared:

. WorePower through Latin: A Curriculum Resource

. The Numbers in Latin'

. , Star Trek with Latin
.;

Greco-Roman'Sports and -awes

Latin the Language of Healp:Sciences

A guide on 'Legal Latin is also being planned. The teacher
who uses-this guide should also be aware of portions of the
elementary school Latin curriculum materials which deal with English
vocabulary development. These include:

. Look fOr the Latin Word: A Gamebook on English Derivatives and
COgnates to Accompany How the Rumens Lived and Spoke-

.

o

Latin the Key to English Vocabulary: A Gamebook on English
Derivatives And Cognates to Accompany Vocts de OlYmPo

With adaptations it is possible to use the above listed - .

.elementary school materials with secondary school pupils just as
'partsipE the secondary school Word Power through Latin materials.
may be adoptvi.to elementary school pupils.

.
0/ ,'

"\
D. Organization of Each Lesson ,

I

Each lesson is conceived of as approximately 45 minutes
of instruction for an average secondary school class. Naturally
some classes will require more time and some less. In general
thorough mastery of what is coveredLs pmferatile to simply
"covering" material without mastery.

Each lesson, .specifies what cap-be, taught (objectives) and
'how to teach it (activities). In away the teacher is provided
with.a stepby-step recipe for accomplishing the objectives of
each lesson. The teacher at first may wish to follow the "recipe"

(' .very closely. Latei, of, course, adaptations,in the activities
(and in the objectives of the lessons) may be made. All adapta-

, -tions, however, should be made within the framework of the general
:totes oa teaching Latin in the Philadelphia School District given

1:111,00111111411111., .1,12......1+
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at t beginnings of this introduction.

Latin utterances (quotations,' dialogues, phrages) appear-
ing in the guide are to be introduced orally.- Teachers should
let the pupils hear these utterances and then have them repeat
them chorally and individually. Reading and writing these utter-
ances should come only as a third and fourth step after under-
standing and speaking. In other words a strict four skills or
audio-lingual deaurpl-oral-lecto-graphical approach is envisioned.

The same audio-lingual approaCh iso be'used for the each-
ing of English derivatives and cogiates. Hearing and spealfing,
should always,precede reading and writing.

Wordgames which arebinclittded in the guide in general should be
reproduced so that each pupil receives a copy.' Due to shortages in
paper and breakdoWns in ,duplicating machines in the
teachers may prefer to treat the copies of the wordgames as non-.

consumable items. g

The guide ends with a,unit review which enables the teacher to
gaugehawwell pupils have mastered the content.

"1.

E. General Hints to the Teacher

The following list of helpful hints for using this guide was
drawn up as 'a result of fiald testing:

1. Be sure to adhere to the audio4ingualapproach. Present-
,

ing the for language skills (listening comprehension, '
speaking, reading, and writing) distinctly and in proper
order will provide required re -entry for pupils. 'It is
also a, more natural way to acquire knowledge of a, first or.
second language.

. Be Sure to appeal to. as many of the se is of pupils,as
possible. X talking teacher is not eno gh --7 no maiter
hoV engaging,or interesting. Use visua cues where
appropriate), charts, the chalkboard, and other realia.
Gef the pupils physically involved in.the learning procets

- as muchias possible.3

3.. Be enthusiastiC about your subject!
Your enthusiasm will be contagioust

4 : Get the pupils involved in enrichment projects of various
kinds. Pupils' can be asked to make posters illustrating

etymological relationships or illuOrating quotationa and
punverhs introduced in the course of the unit or illustrat-
ing cultural concepts.

1 u

5. Give emphasis td-the usageof new English:derivatives and
cognates. Get the pupils using the derivatives and cognates
insentences.
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.

6. Relate, what is' taught in the Word .Power through Latin
unit to the rest of the curriculum: whenever .appropriate.
Invite pupils to use etymological principles, for example,
in learning new vocabulary in any subject. Encourage them.
'to. beeoMe aware of the impact of the classical heritage in.
such areas as art, literature, ic, history, and science:

7 Be sure tb. intersperse choral and individual respOnse in
yourteaching. Pupils need e practice and security that
choral response and repetition provide. They also need to
be heard individually so. that the teacher can assess their
efforts and provide'individualize4

8 Be sure that material placed on and copied from the chalk- 7
board is accurate. Teachers_ahouldhsuperviie carefully
the transcription 'of material by pupils.

F. An Overview of the Material To Be Taught in This Unit

i. Latin utterances used in anatomy, pharmacolOgy, and

medicine

2. English derivatives and cognates connected with.the Latin

utterances

3. Information on the Grecr-Roman heritagein the'area of

health sciences

genifive case -

.2;

taminOlogy

A

some forms and uses in mediCjal
4,

13
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LESSON I

Objectives

To make puPils aware of the influence of Latin in medical and .other

scientific terminology

'2. To teach the following,Latin utterances related to the parts'of the

bOdy:,

Ecce: caput! .

Ecce facies!

Ecce colluM!

Ecce humerus!

Ecce pectus!

Ecce cor!

Ecce abdomen!

Ecce 6racchium!

Ecce manus!

Ecce digitus! .

Ecce femur!

Ecce'crus!

Ecce genu!

Eccehpes!

-OM

Look! The head!

Look! The face!

Look! The neck!
, .

Look! The shoulder

Look! The chest!

Look! The heart!

Look!`fterTlgtomd0.

`Look! Tbe arm!

Look! The hand!

Look! The finger!

Look! The thigh!

Look! The leg!

Look! The knee!

Look! The foot!

2

or
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Sudested activities

11 Ask the pupils if they have ever heard of Hippocrates and the Hippocratic Oath.

Explain if necessary that Hippocrates was a famous Greek physician of antiquity

(5th c.B.C.) who is called the Father of Medicine. The Hippocratic oath is a

pledge of ethical professional behavior taken by new physicians.. Much edical

terminology goes baqkejo the ancient GreekS and Romans. You may mention the ,

Greek philosopher Aristotle and'Galen, the physician of the Roman Emperor Marcus

Aurelius, as being responsible for the development of medical terminology. Point

out that physicians in the Middle Ages and Renaissance continued to use Latin in

their technical writing and that as modern science developed, Latin or Latinized

terminology was used universally in medicine and other scientific fields. Have

pupils echo chorally such key terms as Hippocf-atei, Hippocratic Oath, AriStotle,

Galen, Marcus Aurelius.

2. Draw a picture of the. human body on the chalkboard or barrow a model from the

biology lab or use a student or yourself as a "live" model., Point to the various

parts of the body, and say the appropriate Latin utterance as listed-in the Objec-
.

fives of this lesson. Have the pupils listen I.() each,utterance several times.

Then ask the pupils to repeat each utterance corally and then individually. Have

the pupils touch or point to each appropriate part of the body as they repeat.

Use the word ECCE as you point.



As.the pupils become familiar with the terms increase the pace to rapid fire.

You may want to divide the class into teems and then to give each team a

point for each' correct answer.

Be sure to intersperse 'individual response with choral response. Listen

carefully to the choral response to be sure thatipupils are saying the utter

ances correcfly.

You may wish to have the pupils sing the following roughly, to the tune of

" OfMy Darling Clementine ".

I

Ecce caput! Ecce facies! Ecce collum!

Ecce humerus! Ecce pectus! Ecce cor!

Ecce abdomen! Ecce brecchium! Ecce manus!

Ecce di.gitus! Ecce Lemur! Ecce crus!

Ecce genu! Ecce pes! etc.

e

3.' .The next step is4 Latinhave the pupils read the Latn anatomical terms.- To do this

you may want to thermofaX, duplicate, and distribute,the anatomical chart on the

next pa ge. Have the pupils read each term out loud after you. if you are not

able to thermofax and duplicate the chart put it on the chalkboard. Be,sure to

spell the terms cof-rectly.

* You may want to Point out that the interjection Ecce! means "Look!" or "Behold!"

or "See here!" andsthat it appears in the titles of sev famous paintings of

Christ called Ecce homo! C"Behold the man!u) Ecce homo! are words of the Roman

goveknor Pontius Pilate in the traditional accountof Christ's Passidh.

4
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,
4. The final step is to have the pupils write the Latin anatomical term's. Another

version of the chart without the names printed in could be distributed and the

z--pupjls asked to fill in the names. Or the ,pupils could be asked to copy the

chart ihto their notebooks.

Whenever pupils copy material from the board or elsewhere, the teacher must

supervise the copying carefOly to be sure that it is done accurately.

I

6
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'LESSON 2

Objectives r

I. To review the .Latin names of the parts of the body presented in the previous

lesson.

. To introduce the following English derivatives and cognates from the Latin names:
a

per capita,_ decapitate, superficial, ficial, Lollar, collet, humeral, pectoral,

expectorate, coronary, ordial, abdominal, brace, bracelet, manipulate, manufac-

ture *digital, femural, genuflect, crurpl, pedestrian, pedal

ft Suggested Activities

I. Using a chalk-board illustration or a model review the parts of the body orally.

Use the ifferjection Ecce as you point to the various'parts of the body..

2. Tell the pupils.that the Latin names for the parts of the body are'often used.

in English and given an anglicized,pronunciation. For example, the wordsfor

thigh (femur) is often pronounced "fee mur". Approach,the following chart orally ,

in the usual fashion. Be sure that pupils echo the English words chorally and

individually. When discussing the Latin-roots and the meanings of the English

words elicit as much information as possible from the pupils.

English Words Latin Root Meaning of English Word

Aq;

per capita
r r

caput "head"

, .

per head, by head
I

'decapitate

_

.

caput "head" to cut off ahead
J

superflc. ial ..

.

"face"

....-

.

on the surface

facial

__
(_,.(lacies

facies "face" pertaining to the face

collar colum "neck"
/

part of a Garment encircling
tne neck. .

. .

7 20
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collet

'

.

collum "neck"

.

a metal collar used in. watchmaking

..

humeral

_.

humerous "shoulder" relating to the shoulder
..,

pectoral % .

.

pectus "chest

,

relating to the chest _

expectorate
i .

pectus "chest"
.

to spit

coronary

,

cor "heart!'

...
.."

relating to the heart' ,

4

cdrdial cor "heart"
$

friendly

` abdominal abdomen "abdomen" relating;to the abdomen'

brace
-

'bracehium "arm"
.

-support

bracelet . bracchium "arm"
decorative item worn_yound the
wrist. -

manipulate

,.

menus "hand"
to operate or control by skilled'
use of the hands

manufacture" manus "hand" to make 4.

digital . --'digituS "finger" .4
relating to the finger or to an
Arabic numeral °

femural f,

..

*

..-

.

femur "thigh"
. 1

relating -o'the thigh _.

genuflect

1

genre "knee"
,

to bend the knee °

r

crural crus "leg"
,

4 'pertaining to the leg
.

pedestrian

.

pea "foot" ..

.

a person traveling on foot

pedal pes "foot"
.

a lever operated6y foot

3. Ask the following questions in rJapid_fire fashion:

a. Have you ever been decapitated?
C: .

b. What is the per capita per 'pupil cost in this schdbl?

IC

C. "lo superfqcial remarks address the ,heart of a subject?

A. Does a tee shirt have a collar?

e. Is a metal collar used in 'watchmaking called a collet?'
,

f. 'How would you distinguish between a humeral and a pectoral pain?

g. Is; expectorating in the subway permitted by- law? .1

h. What is ethe difference between coronary and abdominal'Ipain?

8
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i. Do-you ha've a coridal relatidiship with your teacher?

j, Does a person with a broken arm wear a brace or a bracelet?
, -

. _ .

. k. Are you able to manipulate a ,engine?

c g,'

I. Dogs Philadelphia do much manufacturing

m. What is a digital clock?

n. Do athletes norm.Oly have iemoral strength?,
.

o. Do people genuflect sometimes in church?

What is a crural' support?

Are there usually many pedestrian=s on Chestnut Street?

r. Do pianos have pedals?
c -

4. Have the pupils copy the derivafive,cliart into their notebobk For some

classes you may want to assign pupil& the task of'locating additionarderiv-
,

atives and cognates. from such roots 'as caput, menus, pee, and facies
, ..

When pupils copy the material Chqck to see that they do it carefully and

correctly. If the duplicating.,budget in yeur school permits you may want

to thermofax the derivative chart and_sqmply-distrifite it to thepupils:

-

cs,



LESSOR 3..

Objectives
. .

I. To review the reading and writing of the English derivatives and cognates

presented in the previous lesson.

2, To teach the following Latin utterances:

Ecce caPillus!

Ecce frons!

Ecce oculus!

Ecce aurlarl\

Ecce nasus!

Ecce gena!

Ecce dens! 1110

Ecc'elabium!

Ecce os!

Ecce guttur!

Look! a Jiair!,\

Look! a bi.6w!

Look! .an eye!

Look! an ear!

Look! a nose!

Look! a cheek!

Look! a tooth!

Look! a lip!

'Look! a mouth!

Look! a throat!

0
5

3. To teach the following Latin proverb from Publilius Syrus:-

Etiam capillus urius

habet umbram suam

Even:a single hair casts

its own shadow.

4r,
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Suggested Activities

i

1. Have the pupils echo choray the derivatives and cognates listed in the

Wevious lesson quickly. Then distribute Wordgame A and have the pupils
..,

work on it quiet1;. The teacher shc(rld tielp the students individually as

.a

V

necessary,

.

)
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Wordgame A

1c
f

per cdpifa
ecapiiate
*e eS rid n

cenufiec
femora/

al icji+a)
manufcici,ure

abcomincti
coronary

ordia I
sup r icia

crurai,
e coplief

lorac e collar
expe fora-Fe

tofe.cilef.
Plastic Man has grabbed a bunch of derivatives and cognates with h s elon-'

9
gated arms. Help, him get rid of the derivatives and cognates by pl cing

them in the proper sentences. Appropriate Latin roots are given aft

sentence to help you.

12
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,

'The income in many'countries of Asia is low. (CAPUT)

BecausaPlastit.Man's neck stretches it would be difficult to

him. (CAPts4T)

1
r*' /sr:t-

3. The accelerator of an automobile is also called the gas (PES)

,4. Drivers sometimes ignore the rights of the (PES) a

5. A minor problem or difficulty may be called . . (FACIES)

.
I.

.

6. A moustache is an example of hair. (FACIES)

,
4

7. A . wound, one on-the leg. (CRUS)

8. At Mass a priest will sometimes . (GENU)

9. The -- , muscle of your leg 4flocated above the knee. (FEMUR)

( 10. manipulation As manipulatiipn of the fingers. (DIGITUS) ...:

A ...

,

. N
140/olkswageh factories a tpmobiles. <,(MANUS)

.
.

12. Chirbpractors . . the spine ir( NUSCIine

13. A person with a weak leg muscle migftt wear a 'fOr support.(BRACCH1UM) "

-
14. Pain 'frcm appendicitis may be called `---, pain. (ABDOMEN)

15. Alleart patient has problems. (COR)

16. A greeting is a warm and frie dly one. (CDR)

17. When ; person has eheart attack he or she has pain. (PECTUS)

. .

18. The sign on the subway platform urging peo1 ple not to spit said "Please Do

Not . (PECTUS)

19. A veil worn over the shoulders a -\ veil. .(HUMUS)

iAs
2& Watchmakers use a piece oftmatal called a . (COLLUM)

21. "Ring around the " is a common
-rdryProblem- (COLLUM)

22, A piece of ,'jewelry or ornament vio" around the wrist is called a

. (BRAcCHIUM)

L3

o.

a
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4. DraW the following face (or something similar) on the chalkboard. Use it to

teach orally the Latin utterances given, in the objectives of this

(:

Use the word ECef to elicit the proper part, of the'face as you point to it.9

Be sure to intersperse choral and individual response. Do not write the words

on the board at this point.
9

5. Tell the pupils-that they are going to learn a proverb that involves the Latin

c

word for hair and'which means in Englige"Even a single hair casts its own

'shadow ". The proverb is taken from the writings of Publilius Syrus who came

to 'Rome as a slave in the first century B.C. ATterbeing'set free he wrote
10

plays called mimes. Proverbs that occurred in these mimes were collected for

.fet

schoolboys to learn. These proverbs have become very popular and have been

. -.

' quoted often over the centuries (you may want to note that mimes are

comic dramas that involve mimi'ckry.) Have the pupils say the nameTublilius

'Syrus several times.. Then writte the name on the board. Ask The pupils to

echo the proverb, 'Say the proverb, Etiam capillus unus habet umbram suam7

, several times. Have the pupils echo chorally (word by word if necessary) and

4.

then individually. After-pupils have mastered the proverb orally you may put

,the proverb on the board and have the pupils copy it.

4-

.7
14 27
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LESSON 4

4

Objectives

1. To introduce the following English derivatives and cognates from Latin-utt

t .

apces given in the preceding lesson: capillary, depilatory, affront, fron al,

oculist, ocular, aural, auricular, nasal, post-nasal,, qenal, dentoid,

dentition, dentine, labial, labiate, oral, aural-oral, guttural, qutturalize,

umbrage, umbrageous

2. To review the Latin utterances presented in the privious lesson.r

Activities
S

,

1.. Draw a face on the chalkboard and review the Latin utterances from the previous,

lesson Use the question Quid est? and elicit the appropriate answer by

pointing to various parts of the face,.

2. Approach the following derivative chart in the usual fashTion.

English word Latin root Melaffing of English word

capillary

.

capillus 'hair"

,

,

hair-lrke blood vessel

depilatory

.

*00'4

capHlus "hair"

.

hair remover

affront frons l'brows". to treat insolently or insulting-
ly; insolent treatment

frontal. frons "brow"
.

I

pertaining to the forehead or
front

oculist
,

oculus "eye"
( .,

an ophthalmologist or optometrist

ocular ,.

.,

1

'cculus "eye" pertaining to the eye

aural auris "ear"
_

through the ear or pertaining to
the ear

auricular
-e..

i auris "ear"
,

perceived through the,ear or
_pertaining to the ear

nasal
.

1

nasus "nose" .

s:

pertainipg'to'the nose

nasalpo nasus "nose"
.

.

behin the nose

genal

.
1

qena "cheek" pertaining to the cheek

subgenal

!

1

(tend "cheek'

.

under the cheek



41.

dentoid . dens " tooth" tooth-like

dentit'on ' -dens "tooth" the arrangement of the teeth

dentine dens "tooth" part of the tooth beneath the

enamel

,labial
_ .

labium "lip" pertaining to lips, formed by

the lips

labiate_ 2____ labium "lip" having lip-like parts 1

oral .

, os (genitive case is
oriel "mouth"

pertaining to the mouth

aural-oral os "mouth" auris "ear" through the mouth and ears -

guttural '. quttur "throat" pertaining to the throat

guttu aLize . .

..-

guttur, "throat"

.

to make a4sound by moving the
tongue toward the throat

,

umbrage
7

____'

,

umbra "shadow"
. offense, resentment

umb4r7gieous umbra "shadow" affording shade

3. Ask the following question% in rapid-fire fashion:

a. Have you ever affronted anyone?

b. Do you know anyone who,has had a frontal lobotomy?

c. Mpy a razor serve as a.depilatory? 4

d. Is it true that most capillaries are so small you can hardly' See them?

e. Have you visited an oculist lately?

f. What is an ocular correction?'

g. What is.gauricular confession?

.4. What is .aural comprehension?

i. What is a post-nasal drip?

j. Do you have clogg4d nasal passages?

k?' rf the doctor said you have a penal
your problem be?

and subgenal infection what would



I. Is the dentition of.a cat different from that of a human being?

m. Can a post or fence have a dentoid shape?

n. True or false: Dentine is the material beneath the enamel of your teeth.

o. Are the letters b and p labials?

p. Do some plants have labiate .leaves?

q. What is oral hygiene?

tr. Does your teacher use an aural-orar approich in teaching Latin?

%

# .0 ti
s; Does German have many guttural sounds?

t.. Are an able to'',gutturalizeg

u. Do people take umbrage at you?

v. Is a tree normally umbrageous in summer?

LESSON 5

Objectives e

I. To review the reading and writi
in g

of English derivatives and congnates pre-

sented in the previous lesson.

2. To teach the followinglatin utterances:

fT

Quid est?' -

. ,,
Lingua est. .

. > ..-

Barba est.

*.-

Cerebrum est.

What is this?
,

Thi, s is a tongue.
,

This is a be&O. .
, . ,.,

This is a'brain.
,

Philosophum non facit barba

.

A beard.doe's not make a'philosopher

(Plbtarch)

. NOQ quaerit aeger.medibum
,

, eloquentem.

.
,

A sick person does not seek a talk-
ative doctor (Seneca)

i

Ars longa vita brevis, ,

,,,,

Art is long but Life is short.

(Hippocrates)
.

S. e

,17.

#'



Suggested Activities

I. -Use-a drawing such' as the following tO Iroduce Lingua est, Barbb est and

Cerebrum est, orally.

2. Tell the pupils that they are going to learn some proverr. One is from the

writings of a man named Plutarch who wrote a famous serfs of biographies called

Parallel Lives of Greeks and Romans. Shakespeare and others used Plutarch as

a source.. Tell the pupils what the quotation means in English s"A beard does

'not make a philOsopher", 1.e.,,,outward appearances don't necessarily indicate

the real substance of a person or thing). Have the pupils repeat the Latin

several times chorally and individually. Ask the pupils to give examples of

the proverb and t \comment on whether they think it is valid or not.

In- introd cing the proverb from Seneca tell the pupils 'that Seneca was

the teacher. f the'Emper& Nero and a famous philosopher. He also wrote trag-

edies. Tel 1 the pupils what the quotation means in English ("A sick person :

does not s bk a talkative doctor";1:e..,,people who need assistance don't want

.

/

..

words;-they-want deeds). Have,..the pupils,repeat the Latin several times

.
--,

chorally and individually. Ask-the. pupils to givik examples,of the proverb

and to discuss its validity.

18
31'
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Ask.the pupils if they remember who Hippocrates was. Reyltw through

questions the information on him given 51.v. Suggested Activities ofesson I

of this unit. Then explain that the quotation Ars longa vita brevis origi-.

nally meant that the art (or science) of medicine will live on even though

the lives of patients and physicians are short. ,Many times the proverb is

now interpreted to mean that althougt.k the artist himself yill soon die his

work will continue to 'live. Another interpretation is that learning and

professional training take too long a time when compared with the shortness

of human life. Ask 'the pupils to give thdir opinions on the validity of
\\,

proverb. Have the pupils repeat the proverb in Latin several times chorally

and Andividually,.

/ 5. You may ask the pupils to sing the proverbs to the tune of "All Beautiful for

Spacious Skies" ( "America ") with the words arranged thus:

Ars longa vita brevis.

Non quaerit aeger

Medicumeloquentem.

Ars longa vita-brevit.

Philosophum hon facit

Barba, non facitlarba.

Ars, longa vita brevis

Ars longa vita brevis.

'Slight adaptations of the melody will be necessary.

p

4. Duplicate and distribute the following word game after having the pupils echo'

chorally the derivatives and cogrfates given in thepreceedtng-lesson. The

Wordgame may be assigned as homework.



.Word9ame

a .

cdt\0.1\\ary
depi a cry air

t nAck\
oculist odulatrrori-

lr° -rukcirtvci5d1
gem& ocki,

ocitoko-
1 suiDgena/

WI "(7/
,..le

clok-k"rl-etost-Ic

dervi-in.e
/ab 1/40/.4

den ' -k-e oral aura/ ici/ `-'

Noick
1

ii. -ol^cd .

\C. duk4 uro 1
gu-rturaisiz

orabrago

e

N.
rn-brcivous

I

This cute little piggy bank is filled with derivatives and cognates. See if

you can empty the bank by placing*the derivatives and cognates in theLappro-

priate sentences. Cross out each word in'the.piggy bank as you use it. Latin

roots

I.

2.

are given with each sentence to Help you.

An tree provides shade. (UMBRA),

German contoips many sounds. (GUTTUR1

3. Calling sOmeone,6"dumb bunny" might cause the person to take . (UMBRA).

4. When you move the tongue back toward the throat when pronouncing 'a word

,

5.

you are said to . (GUTTUR)
,

4

Though some blood vessels are readily visible in your body it is diffi-
.A

cult to see a (CAPILLUS)

,§
The haikremover NAIR is also called a* . (CAPILLUS)

7. Calling someone a "dumb bunny" would be an that might cause

someone to take umbrage. (ERONS)

8. °' nudity usually causes a,film to get an X rating.. (FRONS)

9. When a language is studied throggh listening and speaking practice, an
o

approach is being used. (OS, AURIS)

20: ..

33.
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10. Good hygiene requires regualr brushing of the teeth 8nd regglar

visits to the dentist. (OS)

II. Some plants have lip-like or parts. (LABIUM)

12. The letters B and P are called in linguistics. (LABIUM)

13.' The of the tooth is located under the enamel. (DENS)

14. The of Older people is iienerally different from that of teen-
9

tigers. (DENS)
-

15., A. leaf that looks like a tooth might be described by a bOtanist as

(DENS) I

16.- A physician might call an infection under the cheek . (GENA) .

17. Att ?infection: on the cheek itself would be

18. There are various product's on the market to relieve

'*gestion and . drip. (NASUS)

19_._ An

. (GEM4Y

con:

confession would be one simply spoken rathe than

written. .(AURIS)

20 An

-ears.

problem would, be one having to dowith hearing or the

(AURIS)
ti

21. -An opthalmologist or an optometrist may be called an . (OCULUS)

O

instrument may be.used by a doctor. to examine the eyes. ( OCULUS,)



LESSON 6

Objectives

I. To review'the Latin uttervces presented in the pr:eious lesson.

2. To- introduce the following English derivatives and coghates'fromkrhe

Latin'ytter'ances:

A

lin9pistics, multilinqual_, barbarian,.barbate, cerebral, cerebation,-

4
eloquence, elocution, Brevity; breve

Suggested Activites

I. Use a drawing such as the following to review Lingua_ est Barba est and

4 Cerebrum'est. Use the,question Quid est? to e.1,cit these utterances.

'4
Write the utterances on the board:

L i n clua esi.

°

721
ct,

.01,A.1 f\.5

. Cerebrum es+.-

Barba e. .

2. Review-the quotations'from the previous lesson orally. Then write the

quotations in,Latinon the board and have the pupils copy them. -

.

3. Approach .the following derivative and cognate chart, in the usual fgshion:

0
English Word .Latin-Root t

-
Meaning of ,English Word

, i .

.
linguistics

.

Jingua."tongue"

.
..

the'science of.the nature and
structure human speech

.

multilingual
,

2

lingua "tongue"

A -

speaking many languages

barbarian barba ."beird" '. wjld, uncivilized
,

r

.

barbate .

.

barba "beard" .

.
having a beard

.1(.7ar&bral,,
) .j

.

.- cerebrum "brain"
46,

,.

relating to the brain
-

1

",.

-
"1001i00#

ir
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LESSON 7

Objectives

To familiarize pupils with the use of Latin abbreviatioA in the writing

of pharmaceuticalPharmaceutical p'rescriiptions.

,2.. To introddte the foljowinglatin expressiong use in prescriptions.

Latih expression' Abbreviation Meaning in English

recipes
9K ,

.
fake
0

.

ante cibos a.c. -.

4.

,

efore meals

post citbos
.

p.c.
..

.

After meals
.

0
cum

-

8

, ,

with
e

. sine
-

,

s
.... -

,4

1, without .

.--.........,- .

die-g- d-

. ,
.

day
.

__ __
.

'nocte
. \

4

_ noot.

,

.

at night
S - -

pro re nata
.

p.r.n.

1--. ,

...

as needed

°
«

. .

. omni secunda hora
..

,

omn. 2 hr.
.

,

.

every second hour
.

omnLterfia hora
..,

.omn. 3 hr.
.

.

every third hour

.

acide .
add..

.

add

absente febre -

0

abs. .feb.
.

0,

'%
t

. ,-.

fever being absent
1.

guttad
.

e-.

gt-r.
1

..

. drops :

.

bis in die b.i.d.,
,

twi'ce a day ,

ter 'in die t.i..;d.

. .

'three a day ,



quater in die .q.i.d. four times a day

per os p.o. by the mouth

statim stat.

. .

immediately

,

ad libitum
r

ad. lib. at pleasure

.

f

aqua aq.

.

water
)

(I

,

.

quantum sOfficiat q:s. °

*

as4nuch as needed

_

signa
.. .

sig. write

.misce , 4 M. , mix

,

.

6

non repetatur non rep.
1

'do not repeat-
..A.,

,

.

Omni nocte.

I,

o.n. . every night
.

Omni mane .
o.m. )every morning

hora somni y°

...

h.s. at bedtime

Si opu's sit s.o,s. if necessary
. .

.

...

dispense
.-
e .

disp.
.

....

dispense

, ,

.

Activities
tl

1. Explain that Lttin is frequently used in the wr4ting of pharmaceutical

`prescriptions. Most of the terms are abbreviated. Ttie.u3e of. Latin

. .

allows easy communication between physicians and pharmacists of different'

O

linguistic background.

o Y

-37
25
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2. Say each Latin expression listed in the bbiectives. Have the pupils rep-
.

eat. Explain the meaning of-each expression in English. Put the appro-

priate abbreviations on the chalkboard. After the pupils have acquired

oral familiarity with the Latin expressions put the expressions on the

board along with the English meanings. Have the pupils copy the entire

chart which.shoalb be titled--"Table of Common Pharmaceutical Latin".

Z
3.° Put the following,prescriptions on the board or duplicate them. Have

the pupils interpret them either in writing i5r orally. ./

Ronald Romanus M.D.
'Hospitil of the University of Hardknocks \\

Philadelphia, PA' 19104

C f-/g4f9g
name
s-fr 3 s- McNIalv St.

address

13(

?lienergorp
OZ.

rii-cg i.d

0 e e.

M.D.
Do not substitUted" )is bstituti permissible

"r6 °4°

26- ,

3,
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Riita Romana M.D.

Hospital of the University of Hardknocks
Philadelphia, PA 19104

.ravoivs
name.

address

4.-29 S. 20744 Si.

xYtocrItne viscous Nc c 9.

RI; Tiff'. 6 oz.. look -el;.

Sig_ 2 qh F.0. ad lo. dios. rfb.

M.D.

Do not substitute

I
erklActilkel__ M.D.

u,stitutiaan Permissible

Ronald Romanus'M.D.
Hospital of the University of Hardknocks

Philadelphia; PA 19104

name

fOX
74. 2 Too ken Cree '41

address

l3° CO. i 3-"f1.1-7

P;sp.. 1/0 El rep.
,Z) / o frq. e

M.D.

Da Not Substitute(

a.
_27

S b titution amiss'

39 _

Atla M.D.
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fr

a.

cerebation :cerebrum "brain
,

.

....

.

thinlang-
,

eloquence ,eloquentem "talkative" persuasive and fluent in
discurse

elocution eloquentem "talkative" style or manner public
speaking

,

brevity

--.

brevis "short" shortness . ,

reve brevis "short",

)

m.

a symbol (w) p) aced over a
vowel to show that it has
a short sound

4. .Ask the following true or false questions:

a. Africa is a multi-lingual continent.

b. An old man with a long beard might be%described as barbate.

c. The dictionary uses a breve to indicate a short vowel sound.

d. The science of human speech is called linguistics.-

e. The Goths and the Visogoths who invaded the Roman Empire were

considered barbarians.

f. Cerebation is important in Nanning.

g.-,A cerebral hemorrhage is very serious.

, h. Political leaders need eloquence.

/ i. Elocution is also important to political leaders.

j. Breyity is also important to political leaders.
4

. Now that pupils are accustomed to thidea of analysing unfamiliar

words in terms of their etymologies, you might assign the following

names of diseases for research projects: coronary occlusion; cerebral

occlusion; ossification; subcutaneous, infection; cardiac arrest; myocardial

infarction; hydroencephalitis; somnambulism; lupus erythematosus_ retinitis

piamentosa. A 4ictionary that provides etymologies should be consulted.

23



LESSON 8,

Objectives

O

44

I. To introduce some of the orms and'uses of the genitive case.

2. To introduce the folloWihg medical Latin expressions which use the

*

genitive case.

angina pectoris . painful spasm of the chest

angina abdoffiihis painful spasm of-the abdomen

rigor mortis the stiffness of death

latissimus dorsi the widest muscle of the back -

pars duodeni the part of the duodenum

corpus,..uter ..**o.
. -

.
,

the body of the womb

corpus ventriculi , the body of the stomach -

corpus costaef- the body of the rib

.

pars retinae caeca

the part, of the retina ti9,t

does not see N

Activities)'

I. Ask°the pupils if they have ever,heardiof the possessive case in

.
:

English. [rivite the pupils toQgive some examples or provide some

examples such as the following:

the cat's whiskese

the boy's hair

the teacher's' moustache

Point out that the possessive-case form ends in apostrophe S. Some-
.

times d.phrase involving the'Wood "of" is used .instead of or ,as the equi-

valerft possessive case. ,Indicate some examples such as they

following . .

.,the Whiskers of the at

the Kair of thei bar

thig moustache of the .eacher
4

28 1:



2.' Mention-that in Latin several ending appear on words to indicate pos-

session. These endings include:

- ae

i

isi

Have the pupils ho the endings several times. Then write the endirigs

on the board. :ntion that the case which in Latin is roughly the eggima-
,

tent' of the Eng ish possessive case is called the genitive case or casus

genitivus. Ha e these terms echoed several times.

3. Point out tha in medical terminology the.Latin genitive case sometimes

occurs. The ell known name of a heart problem angina' pectoris means 1

"a spasm of t e chest" "the chests spasm". Pectoris is a word in the

genitive ca e. Have the pupils repeat the phrase angina pectori's several

times. You may want to mention that this phrase (like other Latin terms

occuring in English) is sometimes angl4cized in pronunciatioh

A
disease is sometimes called ann-Auy-nah pec-te-ris.

Thus the

4. Have the pupils repeat each phrase given in,the objectives of this lesson.

rExplain each phrase. Eventually have the pupils copy each phrase and its
P

5. Ask the following fill-in gue8tions:

*

-Lifting weighs will improve the size and condition of your

muscle,

b. The bl'ind spot in the retina of the human eye is called the

c. When the arms and legs of a corpse stiffen the corpse is experiencing

d... A painful spasm in the abdomen i8

e. A heart condition might beaccompanied-by

*
f..,_.Cancer might be a reason fOr surgical removal of a woman's



g. A serious fall could cause fracture of the
fk.

h., An ulcer in the could be quite painful.

would be a serilbusjn-
i. A blockage of the

test i na I problem.

LESSON 9

Ob'ectivei 9

I. To review the forms and,uses of the genitive case:.

2. To review the medical Latin expressions which use the genitive case.

Activities

Duplicate the following programMed learning materials for the class.

Explain that the idea of programmed rearni.ng is to work at one's own rate

of speed. Each frame in the programmed material is a small task for

student to perform or a question to answer. Correct answers are given in

the right hand column. The student should cover the answer column with

an index card or pieceiotpaper and unmask each answer as needed to check

her, or his work.

While pupils are working on the programmed learning materials,the role of

the teacher-is.tutorial, individual pupils,; expanding on the

work in the frames.

os,



Frame I

°

Hello! 'My name is Bad 1164s Jim .

I'm a fairly intellectual feline,
andol!'m going to ask you some-ques-
tions or ask you to perform-some tasks
'to help you to learn. Your task for

frame is to cover tho right hand
mn\ with a small piece of paper or

tht

col

inde

A
B.

Frame 2

the
-Fri the:foll wing-sentence pick' out
word that -is in the possess-ive

case: --
the cat's whiske s are long.

Frame 4' ,

The idea of the possessive case may-
also be exbr ssed by the word

The sign of tie - possessive case in
Eng4ish is

apo trophe. s

Frame 5

inA.atin the rough eqdivalent of\
the English possessive case is called
the casus genitiyui or g\- case:

gepitiv.d



Frame 6.

In Latin several endings
are used to indicate the

genitive case. These endings

include:
-ae,-i, and -Is.

Copy these endings on scrap
paper for practice.

Frame 7

F.10

# 8 angina pectoris

# 9 angina abdoiiilnis

In the, Latin phrases that
follow find the word that is
in the genitive case. Check
our answer.

pectoris

abdominis

#I0 rigor mortis mortis

#1I corpus. costae costae

latissimus dorsi dorsi.

#I3 pars'duodeni duodeni

him =corpus uteri

#15 corpus ventriculi

uteri.

ventriculi

#16 pars retinde caeca retinae

32-'
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4

i

.

# 17

, ,.. .

. .

.
.

Good work, Kiddo! Now see how
you do on the true-false quiz below!
Check your answers. Bet you cant -

.

.

.

...

I

-,

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

l '

.

.

.

.

.-.

..

get them al-I correct"!

.

Angina pectoris is aAhlueezing pain or spasm
in the chest., !

.

k 18

.

.

.

When a dead frog's legs stiffen the frog
_NOFiieriencing rigor mortis.

T

.

,

.

# 19

.

......
. -

,

.

.

.
.

,

The retina of the eye is very sensitive
and enable us to see. One spot on the
retina that does not see is called the
pars retinae caeca. ,

.

,

-, .

0

.

,

.

..

-%.

.

.1

a

.

f

,

# 20
.

.

i
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A broken corpus. costae can be very
.

painful. .

.

. .

v,.

2

.
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A painful spasm of +hp abdomen is calls0/'
'angina abdomlnis.
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11 22

Tarzan has a-well developed latissimus
dorsi.

The corpus eri is the body of the womb

andas such t of the reproductive sys-
tem.

Qo

O

o 6

The corpus ventriculi is the same as the

latissimus dorsi.

F

c. .

Ha! Ha! You though
they would al! lye_

14true". Actually the
corpus ventricull is
the body of the stomact
and the

, doriels a'very,wide
muscle of the b'ac10

-

ro
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LESS04-10

Objectives o

I. To make pupils of the influence of mythology on medical terminology.

2. To'explain the my hological back round of the )1-Towing terms: ,

arachnoid me brahe
iris-

aphrodrsiac/

Achilleetendon

Activities

I. Explain to the pupils that sometimes medical terminol is taken from the
. .

Greek and Roman myths or stories about gods and heroes. Today they will see

some examples.

2. One example is the arachnoid membrane or arachnoidea.--Have the pupils echo

,these terms.- Explain that the arachnoid membrane (also called the '

aeachnoidea) ia a thin, delicate membrane, one: -of the three that enclose

the-brain and spinal cord. The arachnoidea is named for Af-achne, ayoung

irl.who in Greek mythology challenged tile goddess Athena to a contest.

Explain the story of Arachne as dramatically as poisible in the following

terms, Have pupils echo proper names. Put skey words on the chalkboard

.as you explain.

Arachne was .a teenage'girl who was skilled in the art -of weaving and

lived in Asia Minor. She challenged Athena the goddess of wisdom to a

contest at the loom. Athena was also noted for her weaving.,

.Athena and Arachne began to weave tapestries. Athena depicted the

Acropolis in Athens and the 12 Olympian gods 4eated on lofty*thrones. In

order, that Arachne might know what rewqrd.she could expect for her pre-

sumption, Athena wove corner scenes showing the punishments given to mortals

who dared to Challenge the gods.

35
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Arachne, in her tapestry, wove, picturs of the gods in various.
-

disguises, seducing mortal women. Athena became angry, and tore the tapes-

try showing the crimes of the gods. With her'shuttle she struck Arachne

again-and again. Arachne could bear the punishment no longer and nanged

herself The Roman poet Ovid tells us that as Arachne hung there, Athena

'felt pity and lifted her saying:'

Vive quidem, pende,tamen, improba

lexqueleadem Pbenae, ne sis Secure futilri,

6

dicta ,tuo generi serisque'nepottbus esto.

'"Live wicked girl but hang forever; and. so that you may never feel

secure in time. to come, let this same punishment falPfupon ali your

generations, even to remote posterity".

AtAna then sprinkled Arachne with the juices of an herb, and the girls'

body waswas changed into that of a spider. Arachne's name is commemorated in

the name of the arachnoid membrane 'as well as in the name scientific name

for spiders, viz. arachnids. ,

3. Put the following drawing of an eyd on the'board:

iris

te.

Point cut, that part óf the eye is called the iris. This name,commemorates

iris, the many hued goddess of the rainbow, who acted as p special-messenger

for both the king and queen of the gods. We meet Iris in. the Roman poet

Vergills account of the death of the African queen Dido. Dido was queen of
A



-Po

4

Carthage. Locate Carthage on a map (near Tunis_in modern Tunis4 ia). Her

lover Aeneas had deserted her. She, in despair,, attempted to take her own

life by falling on a sword.. But her spirit would not leave her since su.i-

cides were not permitted to enter the realms of the dead unless a lock of

hair were taken from their heads. Juno, the queen of the gods, took pity

on her and sent Iris down to release her struggling soul from her body.

Vergil-espresses the scene in beautife lepoetryoltus:,

Ergo -iris croceis per caelum roScida pinni

1

mille,trahens varios adverso sole 'colores,

devolat, et supra caput astitit: "Hunc ego Diti

sacrum jussa feroolteqbe isto corpore salvo".

Sic ait -et dextra winem secat: - omnis et, una

dilapsus calor, atqae in ventos vita receisit.

,

'Arld' Trie all covered with dew flew down
- -''. 7 b

7 A p, a 4

1
from heOen-on golden wings, trailing

*7-

. ..

a thousand coldrsyeflected in_the rays
.

of the sun awl stood above her' heads
, ,

0

4
-"As' I have been ordered, I take this

offering sJcred to'the.death Ong and free you

from your bodr. So Iris spoke, and

ivitn'her hand cut the lock of hair.

All of a sudden the warmth left here

and'llfe"faded into winds.

(Vergil, Aeneid 4.700-705)

37

'4. Tell the pupils that the name of Iris also gives us other-scientific
. %

terms, Approach the following-char+ in the usual way..
.
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-En I ish wor Latin root Meaning of the English word

iris . Iris - goddess of the
rairbow

a plant with various colored
flowers -

iridescent

1

ft producing lustrous, rainbowlike

colors_

iridescence
n glowing quality

iridic o
.

.

. n relating to the iris of the eye

iritis
., .

.

ft

.

an inflamation of the eye

iridectomys
n

,

__.

surgical removal of part of the
iris of the eye

iridium "

.

-,
.

a yerlowisyellowish" - white metal
..

5. Ask the following questions in rapid-firefashion:

a. Are neon-signs iridescent?

b. Is iritis something that requires a physician's attention?

c. What. is an iridic examination?

d. Who performs an 4ridectomy?

e. Does an iris have colored flowers?

f. Do fire flies show iridescence?

g. What is iridium?
/

6. As a homework assignment have the pupils ook up the derivation of aphrodisiac

and Achilleetendou.' An aphrodisiac- is a love stimulant and it takes its name
AZta

from Aphrodite, the goddess of love: The Achilles tendon in the heel is named

for the Greek hero Achilles who had been dipped in the Rivek Styx as a baby and

thus male invulnerable except on his heel where his mother held him.

38- 51
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Objectives

I. To review tp influence of mythoiogy on medical terminology.

2. To review the mythological background of these terms: arachnoi&vmem-
.

brane, iris, aphrodisiac, Archilles tendon.

Activities

Duplicate and distribute the .foilowing programmedlitarning materials for the
.

pupi I s;

Frame 25

Somefthes medi a 1 terminology
is taken from e Greek and Roman
myths. .The yths,bre stories.about

r\N
ye

gods and goddesses, Heroes,
and the relationshipt bet-
ween mortals and immortal's.

13,
1

# 26

The arachnid membrane or arachnoides

is,a thin', delicate sheet that encloses the

brain and spinal-cord. It is-named or

Arachne, a young girl who once challenged

othe goddess Athena in a weaving contest.

Copy the.termA arachhoId.membane and arachnoidea

on scrap paper for practice.'"

#27

Athena, was the warrior goddess of wisdom.

She also enjoyed weaving. The-city of Athens

4t
39:
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G

is named fOr Athena/. Sometimereading room or

libraires are called athenOms ait2-C41er. The

Singer Sewing Machine Co. has a sewing machine

named the Athena to commemorate her interest in

sewing. nd weaving

# 28

In the contest Athena wove a.tapestry showing the

beautiful buildings on the Acropolis in A4hens and the

great Olympian gods' seated on tbeir thrones. She also

wove scenes showing the punishments given to mortals

who dared to challenge the

gods

# 2

AraCh e in her tapestry wove pictures of the gods,

in various di uisas seducing mortal women. Athena

became angry and re the tapestry showing the crimes

of the gods. With he shuttle,she-§truck Arachne

again and again. ,Arachn could not bear the punish-

;ment and she

ti

4 30-

The Roman/poet Ovid tel us that = Arachne hung,

there Athena feFf pity and lifted her up ing:

1 ' 1

4

"Live wicked girl but hang forever and so that ou Troy

,. .

never feel secure in time Ito come, 190t this same

- I. .

...

punishment fall ;upon all your generation even to

remote posterity".

1

In the right hand'column readwhat Athena said in

Latin. '53

4,3

r I

ive quidempende
tamen, impr666...
lexque eadem poenae
ne sis secura futuri
dicta tuo generi
serisque nepotibus esto.



# 31 , Athe hen sprihkled Arachne with the
_ .

magic jui s of'a-herb. and the girls body Was

changed into'that of a

# 32

# 33

In addition to having the name of the arach-

nbid membrane or the arachnoidea from.Arachne,

we also have a sciehtific.name for spiders from

her.Scientistyillsometime'srefertospiers,as

a

Look into my eyes!
Thg iJigmented part

Of,the'laye be-

tween thgjpupil and
the white of the
eye is called the
iris. It was named
after the goddess
of the rainbow
whose ppme,is

4e6

spider

As the Sprder-11

man N9 alwao
ferra kinhip

for Arachne. In

way she was 4
SpiderWomanr

arachnoids \ ,

4
.

(
In a way

I'm an

arachnid-

too!

If I r: S
mos'

a
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Iris- was a goddess of many colors. She was a

special messenger for the king and queen of the

gods. 'Iris pays a role in the Roman poet Vergil's

account ofthe death of the African queen Dido:

Copy the*.following names on scrap paper for

practice:
0

a. Iris

b. Vergil

c. Dido

Now match each of the following phrases with one

of the names:

I Roman poet

li rainbow gOddess

ill African queen,

Check your answers

Iris - rainbow goddess-

Vergil = Roman poet

Dido - African queen

Locate Queen Dido/S.city of Carthage on the

.

.

Carthage is located in the-northern part of
.
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#36

Queen Dido!s lover Aeneas had deserted her. In

despair she attempted suicide. But her,spirit would

not leave her since suicides were not permitted to

enter the realms of the dead unless a lock of hair

were taken fltm their heads. Juno, the queen of the

gods took pity on her and sent Iris down to release

Dido's struggling soul from her body.

Copy the following names on your paper:

a. Dido

b. Aeneas

c. Juno

Now match each of the following phrases with one of

the names:

I African queen

II queen of the gods

III Dido!s lover

J

0

Dido - African queen-

Aeneas - Dido' lover

Juno - queeh oT the gods

You will now read the beautiful poetry of Vergil

where he describes how Iris helped Dido. The Latin.

of Vergil is give below. An English interpretation
two- xa

appears in the.right-Hand column:

'Ergo Iris croceis per caeIgn roscida pinnis,

mille trahens vari,os.adverso sole colores,

devolat et supra, caput astUitt"Hunc ego Diti



sacrum jassa fero, teque isto corpore solvo"

sic ait et dextra crinem secaf: omnis et una

dilapsus calor, atque in ventes vita recessit.

0 0

And Iris all covered with

dew flew down from heaven

on olden wings, trailing

a thousand colors reflected

in'the rays of the sun and.

stood above her head.

"As I have been ordered I

take this offering sacred

to the death king and free

you from your body"..

So.lris spoke, and with her

hand cut the lock of hair.

All of a= sudden the warmth

left her and life faded

into the winds.

# 38

It's Interesting to note

that Iris also gave-her name tep

'type of plant with long =sword

;shaped leaves and variously

took:wed flowers. The Iris plant

usually grows from bulbs. Have

you ever seen'an iris plant?

.

ti

44
57

There is no "correct"

answer here.

"e
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0

1

There is a metal called iridiuM that takes its

name from Iris. Copy the name bf this metal for

practice.

11.

The name of Iris also giy$s

us tie following words:

iridescent,'iridic, iritis,

, iridectomy,'iridium.

/
j Copy these words on, your paper.

(N"-----

Double check to see that you

spelled each word correctly.

,,.......

Are these statements true or false? Check

your answers.

true

An iridescent light produces lustroUs, rainbowlike

true

# 43

There is a metal named fOr Iris called iridium.

45

true
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*true
,

_

;...--.-.....,....

.

.
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.

.

. . .

# 44
.

. -,
.

-
.

.

Jritis is an inflamation of the iris of. the'eye.

.....

.

.

# 45 ' -.-
,

,

.
. .

Surgical removal of part of the iris of the eye

is called iridectomy.

true ,
.

1

, .-

.

.

.
,

.%

,

.

'
# 46

P. 6

13

,OI..scZaG.l.

..-. ...^.'
... -___----

Acoupleof.more examples of

medical' terms taken from mythology!

s.
i. An aphrodisiac is a love stimulant.,

Aphrodite
,

,

.

. .

.

.

..-

.

.

It takes 4ts name from A.i
the goddess of love. .

k

....,
.

.

.

,

1

# 47

,

VI

zBAL

.

.

v

Another example is the Achilles'

tendon. The AchillesItendon is the

f

,----- heel named for the Greek hero

i

/ Achilles. Write the name of the
.

,i Greek hero on paper. __.,...,

.

_ .

# 46

When Achil'es was a baby his mother dipped him

in the waters.of the River Styx. Thui made him in-
$

vulnerablenerable except.on his heel where.he was held by

his mother. It is appropriate then that a tendon In

the heel be named affer .

.

,

Achilles

.

_

.

v.
59
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,

# 49
°...,
O

Achilles,eventually was killed through a

wound in,hiS heel. We used the expression

- "Achilles',heel" to mean a weak spot.or defect.

.

For instance, a battery that frequently failed

to start an automobile could be referred to as

.

-.

_

% -

_

Achilles' heel

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

=

.

,

d the automobile's Achilles' heel. The love of

cake and candy that a fat person has could be

called the person's
.

.

-

.

_ .

#50

As we have seen, .classical mythology is
a fertile source of medical terminology. You
may find it interesting to investigate
the mythology behind the "diseases or .

conditions listed in the right hand column.
Prepare a brief report on each term
explaining how it is used in modern medicine
and the connection with ancient mythology.

,

.

labyrinthitis
hermaphroditism
Oedipus Complex
Electra Complex

inorphinomania

eratphobia
narcissism

I.

.

LESSON 1.2
.

Objectives
-

.* .

.

-
1%,

.

*

.

.

.

60.
.

.
.

.

,...,

.

. To acquaint pupils with the caduceus and the

staff of Aesculapius.

2- To review derivatives and cognates pre-

sented in the previous two lessons.
.

Activities

.

1. Distribute the following crossword puzzle.

o Have pupils work-on lt individually or as a
,

. .

-----,--- -class project.

41
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Wordgame C

3 4

5

7

Down

1 .4

8

Across

part of the eye ,.t1. another name for the 2.

arachnoid membrane 3.

4. 'inflamation of the

iris of the eye

5.

6. relating to the

iris of the eye

7.

8.

words used

arachnoidea

aphrodisiac

iridectomy

iris

48

y
love stimulant

plant with various colored

:Flowers'

surgical removal of part of the

iris of the eye

producing rainbowlike, lustrous

color

gritis

iridic

iridescent



2. Show the pupils a drawing of the staff of Aescul.aplus. Ask pupils if they

recagnize iteas a symbol of the medical profession. Point dut that Aescu:

cL.

lapius was the, son of the god Apollo and a_

mortal. woman. Hia became a physician who

not only cpred the sick but recalled the

dead to life: Serpents were sacred to him

because they were a symbol of renovation and

were believed to have the power :of discover-

ing healing herbs. The king of the gods,

Zeus, feared the powers of Aesculapius and killed him with a thunderbold.

Apollo, the father of Aesculapius,' arranged to have Aesculapitis. place4.,

among the stars as a constellation. Aesculapius is also known by the

name Asclepius or Asclepi;N.

3. ,Show the pupils a drawing of the caduceus of,Mercury. Point out thbt.

Mercury was a.messenger'of the gods. His staff became .a symbol of peace.

Due to .the story that Mercury once,founcLtwo snakes fighting and divi.ded

them with his wand.

g;

The wings of'Mercury (which also

. appear on his winged sandals av

.

°

A . "

symbol of speed) and the two snakes

.., !
4. Ask the,pupils.ii they have ever seen the Caduceus or the staff of Aescu-

'Zs

appear on the caduceus.

lapius. Ak if they think these symbols are appropriate. Ask if they

like these symbols.

5. Have the pupils draw the staff of Aesculapius and the caduceus of Mercury

in their notebooks.

. 6.2
49
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J5. Aesculapius and Mercury may be made subjects of writing projects. Pupils

could be asked to look up. the various stories connected with, these mytho-

logical figures in encyclopedias and handbooks on mythology. Pupils might

be asked to react personally,to the stories in terms of admiration, disgust,

approval, disapproval, etc.

LESSON 13 (Unit'Review)

Objective

,
.1. To review the Latin utterances presented in this unit.

2. To review the English derivatives and cognates presented in this unit.

3. To review some of the forms and use of the genitive cases

4. To review the cultural' information presented in this unit.

Activities

Praenotandum: Due to the length of this unit more than one class period.may

be needed for review purposes. The amount of time needed will vary from

class to class. In.general it is suggested that a balance be maintained

among the various elements of the unit, viz., Latin-utterances and Structure,
0

English derivatives and cognates, and cultural information.

1. Using a stick figure drawing of the human body or a live pupils, review the

Latin names of the'parts fo the body. Use the fiord Ecce or the question

0,

Quid est? Such answers as caput, facies, pectus est,etc.

2. Have the pupils echo the Latin quotations presented in I's unit:

Etiam apillus unus habet umbram suam.$ (Publilius Sycus)

Philosophum nod. facitebarba.. (Plutarch) ---

Non quaerit aeger medicupt3quentem. (Seneca)

Ars longs vita brevis. (Hippocrates)

0 .4

54
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You,may have the song Ars longs sung.

Ask the pupils 4o give the meanings of the quotations in English.

3. Have the pupils write or give orally brief descriRtions 'of the following

it persons or things:

t Arachne Hippocrates

Iris
d

caduceus

Aphrbdite staff of Aesculapius

Ach)Iles

. 4. Duplicate arid.distribute'the followin Word Games.

1

64
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Wordgame D

Ms. Chulita is_Dr. Romanust.new secretary. He is helping her with Latin

medical terms and pharmaceutical abbreviations.

See if you can help them both by matching'items in the left hand column

with items in the right haridcolumn.

1.. a.c. (ante cibos)

2. s '(sine)

3. b.i.d. (bis in die)

4. t.i.d. (ter in die)

5. p.o. (per os)

6. m (misce)

7. aq. (aqua)

8. c (cum)

9. p.r.n. (pro re.nata)

1ph.s. (horasomni).

11 sig. (signa)

12. non rep. (non repetatur)

52

A thrice a day

.B by the mouth

C mix

D without

E before meals

F write

G do not repeat

H twice a day

J

at bedtime

water

K_with

'4. as needed

65



13. Rix ,(recipe)

14. omn. 2 hr. (omni secunda hora)

A a drop

B four times a day

15. add. (adde) C take

16. abs.,feb. l'absente febre) J every second hour

17. gtt. (guttae) E add

-4 .18. ad. lib. (ad libitum) S at pleasure

f

19. o.n. (omm4 nocte) b. immediately

H feverbeing -absent20. q.s. (quantum.sufficiat)

21. o.m, mni mane) I if necessary

22. s.o.s. ( opus sit) J as much as needed

( 23. stet. (statim) K every night

24. q.i.d. (quater in die) L every morning

4.

25. angina pectoris A body of the 'stomach

26. rigor mortis B painful spasm of the abdomen

27. angina abdomihis C painful spasm of the chest.

28. pars retinae caeca, D the stiffness of _death

29. corpus costae E part of the retina that does not see

30. corpus uteri- F the body of the womb

31. latissimus dorsi G widest muscle of the back

32. corpus Ventricu1i H thigh

33. pars duokni I eye

34. femur J. body of the rib

35. 0004$ K part of the.duodenum

36. auris L ear

53
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Wordgame E

ft

r

a

.

--1.
on leoedes-ir i

G2N46,1N

jery,orc\
notre

.a'Ae i 0 lo i cife.
)

c-oro

eco:C'' \ d -fci

_ or, (5' 'g,'
fic-vdt. umprageout

ciutfur.drrAci.e
eiocuilon '-

,oculist
depilciforY ri_ Cit14.r61

cetNe)prcil
Pr.ev"Y

crCirsoi,,, nLictsol
: rnui-trvnqucAt

_Help Superman to unload his huge bag of derivatives by inserting each one in

the appropriate sentence. Latin roots are given in Rprentheses to help vu.
v

Cross each word out In the bag as you use'it. Good luck!

1. Motor.jst must be aware of the rights of the . (PES)

2. A infection would be an infection of the thigh._(FEMUR)

3. When.a physician prs his finger inside the patient's'mouth to. examine it,

,

.

. ,
. -

he or she is' making a insertion. (DIGITUS)

4. Stress produces problems. (COR)

5. It is not polite to or spit4on the Subway: (PECTUS)

6. A minor wound may. be described as . (FACIES)

4 7. A wound would be a wound on the leg. (CRUS)

8. A hair remover likia Nair is a .. CCAPILLUS)

9. Ad may be an ophthalmologist -or an optometrist, (QCULUS) 4.

10. An. infection is an Infection of the ear: (AURIS)

t
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,13. the arrangeMent of the teeth'in th mouth is called , (DENUSS.
AV

14. Something that is shaped like a I may be -called . (LABIUM)

11. Post drip is'a common probi m. (NASUS)

12. hair is hair on the Op (GENA)

Regular professional -re is-en-Important part of hygiene. (OS)

16. ' The Incredible Hulk, so et Imes make ounds.('I (GUTTUR)

( -1'. An tree can be very plea ant in-the s mer. UMBRAL_

181Tide world uses many la guages; it

19. \A man with a beard- ou d be describe as

20. tumor of the brain w ul

. (LINGUA)

. (BARBA)

tumor. (CEREBRUM)
-

-.4 21. Gbod is imp rtant to at evision personality., ELOQUENTEM)-7- ,

.':°-- ..,

22. The Gettysburg Address is an ex7ple ofgie-st eloquence combineglOith
I

A

. 43REVIS)

23. Sometimes it is necess ri for an entomologist to an insect

when studying its physical makeup. (CAPUT5

Yt.



AESSON 14 (Unit Review)

Objective

2,Jo evaluate pupil mastery of material covered iri this Unit.

Activities'

r--

Distribute the following test and have pupils work on it during the class

period. When you have corrected the test return it to the puejls and go

over it question by question as necessary. Que tions may be added to the

ced on certain sections offollowing test in accordance with the emphasis

the.Unit by the teacher. Prompt return of the corrected test papers to the

pupils is urged.

PI

C

Examen Latinum

Nomen meum est'

Schola Dic mense 9

I. -Elige rebponsum 'correctum (circle the correct response)

1. '.ECte

2. Ecce

a

A caput
0

B femur

pes

; A. manus est,

B' nasus est

C pebtus est

9



_ -

3. Ecce 6

A manus e'gt

B gena es't

C os est

Etiam capillus unus,

5. Non quaerit aeger,

Es. Ars longa,

A rigor mortis

'B ha bet umbram suam

C guttur est

"57

A medicum eloquentem-

..

B vita brevis

C barba

A vita brevis

B lingua

omni tertia hora ,

70
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7. Ph ilosophum non

Factt .

A. Barba

B absen- febre

C. dispense

a

8. a.c. =

9. p.o.

10. o.m. =

e

A ante cibos

B aqua

C °ad libitum

A post cibos

° B pro re'riate::

C per os

A omni" nocte

omn mane

C omni secunda hora

Pone Itneam sub formas cast- genetivi
£pe words which are IT_t the genitive case)

-4k/6*

.pars reti-nae caeca ttA a*,

12. rigor mortis

13.; angina pectoris

58 4
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111 Fini'sententias verbis'aptis.

(Finish the sentences with the appropriate words)

r;iull-filinguoll 41, 7-1-ct1.

acsi r.st gut Y17.,

cci.soittTrocirilcirlry'lce.-6cecitoerecti
°71)/*

ceffek)in5c11 sublencil

aphrodisiac

14. Philadelphia is a city, that is, a city where many language

are ,used.

15. An optometrist is an

16. '`,/\ disease is serious since .it Concerns the heart.

.
17. Braces will correct faulty

18. A hair remover is called! a

19. soLnds are made from the throat.

20. Brushing your teeth is an Important part of good' hygiene.

21. Keeping your ears clean is important for good hygiene.

22.Leaves _shaped_l_i ps_may_be--descr i bed as

23. A hemorrhage is.serious because it damages'the brain.

24. A infection is one under/the cheek.

25. kteershirt that glows in thaLdark'may be called

26. A love stimulant is an

59
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IV Responde quaestionibus (Answer these questions.)
. -

27. Why is it appeopriate that the Srachnoid membrane is named for Arachne?

.. II A'. What is the caduceus? I
. A

. .

29: Who was Hippocrates?

30. How did Iris help the Africari queen Dido?

..

.

.

.
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Praenotandup: Only works which are currently in print and readily available
are listed here either for teacher reference and/or for use by students
who have completed' the lessons given in this Guide.

II Genevieve Love Smith and Phyllis E. Davis
Medical Terminology: A Programmed Text, 4th edition,

t John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 605 Third Ave., New York City 10154 (1981, pp.325),

This auto-instruCtianal text is designed to help students to recognize medical words

4 from their Latin and Greek elements and to build medical words from Latin roots and cam- _ --

biting forms. It is-tIso'dasigned-to-eacourage-dbitect spelling of medical words and the
the intelligent use of a medical dictionary. The text is intended for future nurses,
.medical secretaries, medical technologists, 'medical librarians, veternariaus, physicians
of various kinds, and business people who have frequent contact with the world of medicine.
The authors say that they presuppose a high school education. They provide sections on
how to work the programmed materials, the word building system, and how to study medical

terminology. Tests and review sheets are provided. Answers to all frames appear in the

left hand, blue-shaded coluMh. Some illustrations (mostly anatomical) are provided.
.Greek and Latin are freely mixed and the combining forms actually occuring in medical ter-
minology are emphasized rather than the actual,Greek or words.

This book is a useftrl reference for teachers who trash to expand their knowledge of medical

Greek and Latin. -It ay -also be-used by high school students who have completed Latin, the
Language of Health Sciences published by 'the Curriculum Office.'

The publisher supplies examination copies to those sending in requests on school
letterhead.

.

It Oscar F. Nybakken, Latin and Greek in Scientific Terminology, The Iowa
State University Press, 2121 S. State St., Ames , Iowa 50010 (1968,pp. 321)

This text includes discussions of the characterisitics of scientific
nomenclature,, the use of the vernacular in scientific language, and the
use of Latin and Greek. The inflections of Greek and Latin words are
,,resented where these inflections are useful in scientifib terminology.
Attention is given to nronunciation, transliteration ,fcombinining rules.
Hybrid words, and eponyms are among the tonics treated. There is an
interesting section on scientific malformations and misnomers. Official
initernational codes and rules on nomenclature in medicine, anatomy,

.

diseases and operations, bacteriology dentistry, zoology and botany are
summarized.

Though written with college students in mind, thid book is valuable as
a teacher referencl and would be a useful addition to a classroom
library for pupil-use.



"Charles W. Dunmore and Rita M. Fleischer, Medical Terminology: Exercices

in Etymology, P.A. Davis Company, 1915 Arch St., Philadelphia 19103

(19777, 5F327)

This combination textbook-workbodk starts with a discussion of

Greek nouns, adjectives, and verbs, and then proceeds to treat Latin nouns,

adjectives, and verbs.There are individual lessons on the cardiovascular

system, the respiratory system, the digestive system, hematology,

ophthalmology, gynecology, urology, and the lymphatic system. There are

appendices on the :development of the English language, New Latin, and the

ancient medical writers.
The attention that this book gives to classical iterature and

ancient history in its treatment of scientific terminology make it

especially interesting .and valuable. For instance, in explaining the

term hermanhrodite, the book quotes tn-extenso Ovid's account of
Hermanhroditus in the Metamorphoses 4.368 et seq.This book would be

a good follov.,un for Latin, the Language of Health Sciences for advanced

students.

.1 Donald M. Ayers, Bioscientific Terminology: words from Latim and Greek Stems,

The University 'of Arizona Press, Tucson, Arizona (1977, pp.325)

This book is divided into two parts, one devoted to Greek and one

to Latin. Only the roots themselves are presented as distinguished from

the actual Latin or Greek wor4.Thus a form such as SPIR- is taught rather

than the full Latin word SPIRARE or SPIRO.
The book consists mainly of word lists grouped according to the

'Latin or Greek root. Thus under the root SPIR) the terms aspirator,

transpiration, suspiration, and spiromenter are explained. The book would

be valuable for classroOm reference.

IlTaberts Cyclopedic Medical Dictionary, ed. 12, F.A.'Davis Company, 1915 Arch

St., Philadelphia 19103 (1975)

A standArd medical dictionary that.is veryAlseful to teacher and studett

alike. words are listed alphabetidally with.full etymologies.
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EVALUATION FORM for CURRICULUM PUBLICATIONS
° (Form FL. 75)

TO THE TEACHER:

In order to make sure that posSible futiite editions
of this publication. are of maximum usefulness to you, your
suggestions for its improvement would be appreciated. Please
fill out this Evaluation_Form_kor-faesimilkt)-after--ydu-have
used the publication long enough to form a judgment about it.
Please send the Evaluation Form to:

Dr. Rudolph Masciantonio
Asst. Director of Foreign Language Edutation
The School District of Philadelphia
21st and Parkway
Philadelphia, PA 19103

Thank you very much for your help. Please note that student
reaction whe)e appropriate is also very welcome.

M0 . ... 1 mow ,
Name of Publication

I How has this publication helpe'd you in your instructional
1 :program?

1.

-What aspects did you find most helpful?

I

-I

What materials related to this publication would you like to
see made available to you?

L

1'
' Your Name (Optional) Date

School Subdistrict

Form FL 75- Evaluation Form°-for.Curriculum PublicaSions
I

*0
Edvision of Foreign Language Education,'Phila. School District ,

76

In what ways could this' publication be made more helpful?

Did you notice any errors (typographical or otherwise)? If
so,_ please list.


